
More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(December 2022)

Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in,1 a time
when Forerunners are  leading the vanguard for  the restoration of  all  things,  this  is  an update.  More
information  is  being  received  to  cement  this  time  in  our  understanding  and  to  equip  us  with  the
knowledge we need to move forward without deviation. There will be glory rising alongside the rise of
darkness, so we must focus on where we are going and make sure we are aligning with Heaven every step
of the way. Read on!
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KINGDOM MESSAGES
Marsha Burns  
(  Prophetic downloads recorded in December 2022)★
“Whether you know it or not, I am preparing you for the days ahead. Some of the preparation is not what
you would expect or welcome, but it is what you need. Be patient and persevere so that My work in you
will be complete. The end result will be greater strength and endurance.” 2 

Bill Burns  
(  Prophetic downloads recorded in  December 2022)★
“A new season is being birthed. Seek Me with all of your heart, knowing the times and the seasons in
which you live. Strive to know Me in ways you have not known before. Come and receive the counsel of
My will. Come to Me with thanksgiving in your heart, and receive all that I have for you in this season,
says the Lord.” 3 

Anita Alexander  
(  Extract from a prophetic article published on 3-12-2022)★
“In  this  season  the  Lord  is  promoting  many  who  have  been  positioned  ahead  but  have  not  fully
understood the purpose of their destiny or seen the fullness of it. Many that God is promoting in this hour
are reluctant leaders or reluctant for great responsibility. Many of you have been positioned by sheer
obedience to the Lord at great cost not understanding the plan nor the picture but have said "yes" by
faith. There has been even a suffering in the positioning that could be likened to Joseph, and the season of
preparation gruelling, challenging and painful. I hear many saying in their lack of understanding of the
process, "I didn’t ask for this". But now in this season everything is going to make sense. Some of you
have thought you were positioned because of your good efforts and your great skill, but in this hour the
1 – “A New Era in the Kingdom”
       canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf  
2 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (Dec. 14, 2022)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: www.ft111.com/straws2022.htm]
3 – Bill Burns “The Trumpet” (Dec. 25, 2022)     ft111.com/thetrumpet.htm     [ARCHIVE: www.ft111.com/trumpet202  2  .htm  ]
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veil is about to be removed off the "why" and you will see and know it was the Lord who put you there
"for such a time as this". You have been positioned for a redemptive purpose. The enemy has sought to
remove you from position through despair, disappointment, hopelessness, weariness, rejection, jealousy
and fear etc. But the Lord says, I have kept you. I have kept you for my purpose in the earth, and I am
about bring about a turnaround through your life. Now you are going to step into the redemptive "such a
time as this" moment.” 4

Nate Johnston  
(  Extract from a prophetic message published in December 2022)★
“I have opened the gates and I have decreed that the time is over for those who have been in waiting for
this moment. The moment I have prepared them for is here, and now the earth is in for a rude awakening
because  My front-liners  are  stepping into  the  light.  They  are  My movers  and  shakers  and demonic
stronghold breakers and here they are to usher in a season of revealing of My Glory through My Bride.
Right now, I am bringing them out of exile. I am gathering them from all over the earth where they have
been hidden and in waiting for a long season. They have wondered if I had abandoned them or if they
would ever be used in the Kingdom because they were never fully accepted as a part of it, but right now
they are emerging in the world’s greatest moment of pain, and the Church's hour of desperation.
They are my undignified Davids that care more for My presence, My will, and My plans than the wise
plans of man. They aren’t politically correct or motivated by reputation, but they have only one thing in
their sights—and that is worshiping Me and giving Me glory. Can you see them coming? Will you have
eyes to see them? Will My Church accept them? Will they keep turning them away?
They haven’t been given a red-carpet welcome, but they will be clothed in so much Glory it will be hard to
deny them any more. The fire of My presence is all around them and they aren’t here to play games but to
carry the torch of revival and establish My Kingdom on the earth.
Remove the barricades and the gate-checks, for they aren’t the rebels they have been seen as but they are
in fact the rescue team! They didn’t quite fit the mold and they didn’t measure up to the standards of the
institution, but they are sons and daughters who know My heart and know My house well. They have been
in hiddenness for this very moment to bring HOPE to where many are prophesying hopelessness. They
are the ones who have My eyes and see how I see. They know what is to come next. They aren’t swayed by
temporary storms, but they are the ones that will point the way to where I am moving and what I am
doing.
Look now, they are peeling back the veil and lifting up the curtain. They are speaking about what is to
come and they live from that reality. If you want to hope again, watch where they are going! They are
setting the stage for the new production and unraveling the new blueprints and plans I have given them.
I am using them to raise a new standard for My people. Where there have been foxes that have stolen
from My people and their faith for generations, I am restoring faith. Where foxes have come and stolen
the revelation of My abiding Glory, My signs and wonders, and My healing virtue, they will restore it.
They will point the Church back to the true north and clear the overheads… 
What they thought was rejection from the mainstream culture was in fact My protection for an upcoming
season. And that season is here now! They have been set apart so they could usher in a move of My
Holiness and power. A Holiness so mighty that it will reveal the thoughts and intentions of men and reveal
who is for Me and who is about building their own kingdom. This is a move of purity that is exposing the
double-mindedness,  duality,  and  mixture  that  has  subtly  crept  into  the  hearts  of  believers  and
disconnected them from My heart… 
I have asked the Church, 'Will you stand up and be a voice? Will you confront the opposition and advance
the Kingdom, or will you cave in and either maintain or retreat?' The intimidation and assaults have been
relentless, but I have raised up a remnant who will not stand aside when evil is at their doorstep. This
remnant  will  confront  the  giants  that  no  one else  will.  They  will  be  the  Davids  that  will  choose  to

4 – “The Game Changers are Coming Forward Out of the Darkness for Such a Time as This”
        m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid032a91vDwMGKhh8M7sjWNxzuc2eYoLcpZGVQR5a77BC4s28GTharG2ono1veR4K1Fpl&id=100050924893159 
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fearlessly face the principalities in the land and call it for what it is. They will not water down the gospel
or sell out to win the favor of man, but they will bravely move in offense against the assignments of the
enemy that has defied the Church… 
These wild ones will be like battering rams that break open the way and will be the spearheads of justice
that enter into new territory that we have not had influence in before. If you think you have seen the
positioning of My people in high places you wait until you see where I take them next. I am sending My
reformers into the lion’s den and the leopard’s lair for the sake of the outpouring that is going to take
place on the enemy’s own campground.
These wild ones will speak when I tell them to speak and they will not have a religious filter that edits or
politically corrects and adjusts what I ask them to say. They have not been tainted by the fear of man and
they will simply SPEAK, and the Word will go forth. As they speak it will set in motion a domino effect of
courage in those who have been afraid to speak.
They  will  leave  all  behind this  season to  launch wildfire  movements  that  have  less  concern  for  the
tangible  structure  or  program,  but  they  will  be  focused on the  people.  They  will  have  an  apostolic
anointing to build quickly and easily gain momentum and I have given them the favor to do it. It will look
messy and foolish at the beginning but soon fire will spread effortlessly.
And I will move upon those who man would not choose. I will choose who I choose, and I will move on
who I move upon—and I am going to pour out My Spirit upon the most unlikely people in the most
unlikely ways. So, get ready to see undeniable fruit from places that would offend the pious and self-
righteous because I have come for all, not for a few, and I will pour out My Spirit upon ALL.
I have given them an anointing that will be like a clear clarion call to the Bride calling her back to her
first love and it will clear the air from all noise pollution and chasing vain desires, and it will bring the
hearts of My people back to Me again. Above all, My wild ones will offend the Church out of her idolatry
of her own brands and reputation and cause her heart to return to Me. My wild ones will usher in a move
of repentance that will cause those who have veered off course to correct their path, the lukewarm to run
to Me, and those who have been chasing buildings and empires will forfeit them like crowns at My feet.
They live for one thing and this is to point and lead people to Me – to reveal Me in the earth.
Their keys were stolen and it’s time they got them back! And I am using this remnant to remind the Church
of what She has settled for in this season. Religion has caused My Church to forget how loved and
accepted She is and the permission upon them to do what they have inside of them. But they will usher in
a new season of  permission to  those who were squashed and crushed under religious  red tape and
protocol.
The gates of My affection will suddenly fling wide open for them and they will see Me not as a hard
taskmaster, CEO, or head bishop but as Father and friend and suddenly every seed and idea inside of
them that has been lying dormant will begin to germinate. Suddenly innovation and creativity will spring
forth and hope-deferred will lift… 
They need to know that I am so proud of them. I know it hasn’t been an easy road to walk and at times it
has felt like I have abandoned them or dealt them an unfair hand but NOW it will all make sense why I
made them the way they are. THIS is the moment that every season converges together, and they finally
see the purpose in the pain and the pressing that has turned into power and anointing to break the yokes
of bondage and set captives free.
Watch them now running out of the wilderness, out of the hiding, out behind the facade of other roles that
were limiting them and keeping them at bay. Watch now as My wild ones begin to emerge from all walks
of life and all streams. I can see the look in their eyes as they are right now standing to their feet. This is
worship to them, not a task. This is the life of laid-down lovers not the objectives of a servant. These are
My friends and My Spirit is in them upon them for this magnificent hour of the unveiling of the Bride, the
great TURNING of hearts, the harvest at hand.” 5

5 – “Look! Here They Come! A Word for the Wild Ones…”     nateandchristy.co/look-here-they-come 
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Lance Wallnau  
(  Extract from a prophetic article published on 12-12-2022)★
“As the world descends into an unprecedented state of chaos and confusion, a war in the heavens is
raging that has been foretold since the dawn of time.
This is  no typical  conflict;  it  is  a  battle for the nations of  the earth,  being played out  across the 7
Mountains.  These spheres  of influence can be found in every nation on the earth:  Religion,  Family,
Education, Arts & Entertainment, Media, Business, and Government. Little did we know that these 7
Mountains would be the blueprint of our current events and the tool we need to defeat what is coming!
Over the last 2-3 years, we have seen governments mandate medical treatments and infringe upon the
freedoms of their citizens. Through medical tyranny, nations have created vaccination passports that limit
the travel of citizens, put in place national ID systems, and even weaponized government agencies against
their own people. These are just a few examples of how a small network of elites at the top of the 7
mountains can exercise control over the masses… 
Most  importantly,  you  will  discover  your  role  in  this  cultural  conflict  and  how  you  can  make  a
difference.” 6

CCOP  
(  Message received on 19-12-2022)★

NOTE: There are a number of themes in this message in regard to the areas that believers need to come into
agreement with Father so his plans can be implemented on Earth, including in Australia.

“(1) Yes, I’ve been waiting for my people in Australia to wake up. I’ve been waiting for them to ‘toe the
line’, to get ready. I’ve been waiting for them to marshal7, to say, “I’m ready”, but they are busy. Busy
worrying about situations and circumstances, and busy with their lives. Don’t they know they’re in an
army? That every day is a battle in the spirit realm, as well as in the natural? 
(2) Don’t they know that they are to be about my business, that that is their purpose? Don’t they know
they are sons? And sons are working with me in the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, to see it expand and to
see it function? Don’t they know they carry “the light” that I want to take into the world wherever they
go? I’m not looking for missionaries to go overseas, or to be paid to go to certain people groups. I’m
looking to my people to go into the world around them. Into their neighbourhoods, into their locality, and
interact with those who are there. Not in a religious way, not in a stifled, controlled, choreographed way,
but in reality, being real, interacting in life. 
(3) I created life, and life is for everyone – it’s a gift [from me]8 – but that life needs to be lived. There’s no
point in hiding away, and reserving yourself for this, that, and the other person. My Son went into the
world of his time and interacted with everybody who the Spirit showed him to touch with his voice, with
his presence, with his healing, with his kindness, and with his love. As he is your prototype, that’s what
I’m expecting my people to do, here in Australia, and around the world.
(4) Wake up, my people. It’s time to focus on the things that Heaven has planned. By “Heaven”, I mean,
all of the Kingdom of Heaven that’s wanting to impact the Earth, the life on Earth and the people of
Earth, so that the Kingdom of Heaven can fully manifest on Earth, as it was intended to do in the first
place.
I’m moving towards The Restoration of All Things, and the speed is getting hectic9, but my people aren’t
even marking time, ready to march off. They’re going willy-nilly, here and there, being involved in what
they think is important. But my sons need to align with me, with my heart and my mind and my plans, so
they can be the sons I created them to be.

6 – “The 7 Mountain Battle Guide” [distributed e-newsletter]     lance-learning.myshopify.com/products/7-mountains-101 
7 – A military term: “to bring together or organize people or things in order to achieve a particular aim”    
dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/marshal 
8 – Added so the sentence conveys the sense of the message as it was received. So, will all other square brackets.
9 – “full of activity, or very busy and fast”    dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/hectic 
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(5) Remember, I created Adam to be the planet-manager, to be the oversight of the creation that I’ve
placed on planet Earth. The work of my Son, through the cross, has reversed The Fall, and humanity is
now back where Adam was. But they can’t  live like him until they realise who they are, and how to
function properly. While ever they are still thinking about things that are about themselves, that are in
their lives, that are religious, that are inconsequential to the things of the Kingdom, they’ll stay buried in
the pressure of daily life. They dream of being in Paradise, like Adam [was], but the ‘strange’10 thing is,
they’re already in that place where that can manifest for them. But they’re not working for that in their
lives or in the way they impact others and the world around them.
It’s all there. It’s been done, but it takes my people to ‘step up to the plate’, to realise who they are and to
move off  into  the  work  of  regaining what  was lost.  That’s  because  I  work  through my people.  The
Restoration of All Things will not be done by the return of my Son, snapping his fingers, and everything’s
perfect. The restoring of creation, as it was in its pristine condition, needs to be done by those who lost it
in the first place. My Son has opened the doorway for that to happen, and my sons, through generations,
were expected to make it happen. It hasn’t, and it’s continuing not to happen. 
(6) What are you waiting for, my people? Everything is available to you. Everything has been done for
you. Allow me to reprogram your thinking and your theology, so you are able to align with the way things
really are – the way things are in the Kingdom, in the spirit realm, and in Heaven, so you can be my force
of “light” and energy on the Earth to bring about transformation. But that transformation has to begin in
your life – the lives of every individual son. Then it will flow out of you to those around you, and into the
planet.
(7) Don’t wait for me. Don’t hang onto the clichés that you’ve picked up, such as ‘let go and let God’.
Although there’s a place for that, it has lulled you into ineffectiveness, because you’re expecting me to do
everything. That’s not the way that I created things to be. I created Adam and I gave him the responsibility
of managing the planet. That’s the way it still is, it hasn’t changed. The mess the world is in is all because
humanity is not functioning in alignment with me (in that management)11. It’s as simple as that.
So, as the old saying goes, “pull up your socks”12. Stop waiting for me to do everything. Hear from me so
you can align with me and do those things that I want you to do, so you can see the Kingdom expand and
fill the Earth, as I know you want it to. That’s how simple it is. Your dreams will be realised, and future
generations will see it fully manifest, only if you stop waiting for me to do everything.” 13

>> There’s more to come, but you must keep watching and listening for yourself <<

Laurence
31-12-2022
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)

COPYRIGHT
Quotes from Laurence Smart and CCOP are free to copy, republish and distribute as they are licensed under
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Quotes from Open Heaven Digest: “Unlimited permission to copy and post or reprint without altering text or profiteering is hereby granted

 subject to proper credits and inclusion of this web address: www.openHeaven.com . However, if an item not written
by Ron McGatlin is marked Copyright, you should contact the original publisher for permission to reproduce.”

All other quotes are the copyright of their authors or publishers

10 – “unusual and unexpected, or difficult to understand”     dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/strange 
11 – This is the alignment he was referring to.
12 – “to make an effort to improve your work or behaviour because it is not good enough”  
         dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pull-socks-up 
13 – MESSAGE: “What are you waiting for?”     canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/MESSAGE-What-are-you-waiting-for-19-12-2022.pdf 
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